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Why



• How can we capture more of the unearned 
increase in the value of land 

Getting Started

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not looking for the single solution to the housing crisis



• Despite over a century of agreement between 
economists of all colours there are very few examples 
of it actually being implemented

• Addresses symptom of the problem rather than the root 
cause

• Based on the taxation of the powerful – with a view to 
decreasing the value of the asset

• Persistent policy interventions slowly killed off the 
old UK Land tax

• Difficulties

• Viability of Banks balance sheets

• House as one’s pension

LVT Doubts



PROUDHON

‘Property is theft…

….property is 
liberty’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But it was FRENCH ANARCHIST PROUDHON who SUMMED UP THIS TENSION bes	Property is Theft!     but also	Property is Liberty!Our proposition is that BOTH OF THESE STATEMENTS ARE TRUEUP TO A POINT, the SPREAD of private property in land 	extends economic opportunity to more people, drives GROWTH	reduces inequality, fosters democracyUP TO A POINT. Beyond that point…. The problem of RENT kicks in, and its effects		Drive wealth CONCENTRATION, and hence INEQUALITY		Encourages EXCESS CREDIT CREATION, driving DEBT		Entrenches the power of LANDOWNERS And this seems to be a cyclical pattern that had already been through several cycles by the mid 19th Century. A major political upheaval redistributes land, creating a new generation of dynamic landowners who use their assets to drive economic growth and social mobility. As the new landowners grow in wealth, they seek political power to protect themselves – resulting in political reform. Increasingly they find that they can use this power to entrench their interests, maximise their opportunities to extract rent. Economic and political sclerosis sets in…. until another redistributive upheaval occurs, often in the form of wars and their aftermath.So the question for economists has long been, how to PRESERVE THE BENEFITS OF PROPERTY OWNERSHIP while MINIMISING THE PROBLEM OF RENT		



HENRY GEORGE ALFRED WALLACE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By the end of the 19th Century the Problem was AGAIN acute: urban slums etc., new infrastructure like railwaysTwo prominent solutions:Henry George – TAXATION – to remove the incentive to RENT-SEEKING BEHAVIOUR, and reward productive work/investmentKarl Marx– NATIONALISATION – to remove the POSSIBILITY of RENT EXTRACTION BOTH of these were in play around the beginning of the 20th Century, but BOTH the INTELLECTUAL and POLITICAL climate were about to shift dramaticallyINTELLECTUALLY: The rise of neoclassical economics saw land and economic rent marginalised from economic theory.Land conflated with capital, despite key differences.Private market exchange and private property rights are presented as ‘natural’, with their origins not subject to particular political or social arrangements.Income viewed as a reward for one’s contribution to production (‘marginal productivity theory’), wealth understood as ‘savings’ due to one’s productive �investment effort.Commercial banks seen simply as financial intermediariesPOLITICALLY:  International events were about to determine the fate of the last attempt to address the problem systemicallyAnd the eventual solution most western societies hit on was a different one entirely….----- Meeting Notes (22/05/17 16:22) -----swap



What



• Extract as much economic rent from the system as 
possible

• Reduce the link between the financial sector and land

• Provide a mechanism where people can extract an 
income from their property

• Address the housing crisis

• Create a new model of collective ownership – neither 
private nor state

Goals of the Proposal



• This next generation are getting used to the idea that 
they will struggle to afford a house – unless they get 
help from bank of mum and dad

• In London there are more renters than owners for 
first time in a generation

• The Digital Economy ushers in a new view of 
ownership

• New economic models focused on better utilising 
assets rather than each owning one

• Uber/Zipcar instead of car ownership, Spotify
instead of owning music, Lease their Jeans instead 
of ownership etc..

Attitudes to Ownership are changing



Utopia and Land Reform

Even revaluing council tax can seem like utopian thinking



How



• A system to hold all land into a collective owned trust

• Re-enforce that we are stewards of the land that we all 
co-own

• Guarantees a more equal distribution of the economic 
rent of land

• Learns from the Community Land Trust, Land Value 
Tax and Public Land Lease systems and the Alaska 
Permanent Fund

• It is not

• A silver bullet proposal that solves all land based 
issues – although it helps

People’s Land Trust



• At point of sale the land would be bought by the Trust 
and the physical property bought by the individual

• The land would be bought at a fair market value

• The individual would then have to pay a Land Use 
Charge (LUC) on a regular basis to continue to occupy 
the land

• Everyone would then receive a equal dividend from the 
trust

How it Works



• Achieves all the benefits of LVT

• Overcomes some of the transition issues

• Would not have wider financial system impact

• Property owners would prefer this model since it allows 
them to realise a fair value for their land

• Only a very small minority will loose out

• Solution should be more long term as ownership 
regimes are less subject to erosion that tax regimes

• The system would get more public buy in due to the 
regular dividend payment

Benefits 



Questions 

• Should the scheme be national or regional?

• How would the fair market value be calculated

• How would renters be included in the scheme to ensure 
that there was more equality in tenure?

• What powers should members have the operations of 
the Trust?

• How would the transition be managed?

• How do we encourage meaningful control by members?



???????
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